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Abstract 

 

In story generation the problem that occurs mostly is selection of events that satisfies the criteria of story 

creation. It is knowledge-intensive. Conventional story generation frameworks depend on prior well-
defined domain paradigms about fictional-world, including characters, scenes and events which should 

be included. In this paper, we prospect a public-domain story generation framework that constructs 

stories while input given is storyline. A framework is proposed that first frames a story based on storyline 
with help of hierarchical neural networks. A technique is suggested for automated generation of story 

through which the framework decomposes a storyline into the generation of sequential events and the 

generation of spoken-written language sentences from events. The algorithm is used to extract stories 

from text and dataset further to compute optimal story. The framework produces an example of 
computational artistry of resourcefulness that can be comparable against generous writing. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Generally, computer systems in AI have been created either with the objective of producing programs that 

perform a tasks similar to human beings, or with the objective of producing programs that perform a task 

in any way that satisfies objective criteria of validity and efficiency, irrespective of how human beings do 

it[9]. In this paper we introduce a model that minimizes the gap between these two objectives: A 
framework automated generation of story through which decompose a storyline into the generation of 

logically connected events. The techniques used for designing a framework for spoken-written language 

generation have been explored to many paradigms but in related text generation tasks. 

 

A narration of event or story is text-format which is a logically connected set of sequences of events 

which involves some shared characters and places. The main problem in creation of stories using RNN 

(Recurrent Neural Network) is automatically select a sequence of events, actions, or words that can be 
pass down to tell as s story. For describing an understandable arrangement of event it is necessary to 

compose the natural language texts. Symbolic planning or Case-based reasoning is used by many story 

generation models [8]. The main factors which are considered during writing a story are: it must be 
concise and it must allow the reader to explore different areas of story which are of interest of him/her. 

While these automated story generation systems were able to accomplish significant results, these systems 

depends on a expertise engineer to provide symbolic domain models that defined acknowledged 
characters, actions, and knowledge about when character actions can and cannot be performed [8]. 
 

The assumption is that storytelling systems can be get acquisition from storyline construction to generate 

more rational, well-organized and on-topic stories [1].Human and computer can communicate with each 
other and works together to enable much more potentially entertaining interactions. This is an additional 

advantage of this plan-and- writes schema. 
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The Section 2 represents literature review, section 3 represents the design methodology it contains 

problem formulation, architecture and working of framework . Algorithm is evaluated in Section 
4.Section 5 is most important which contains expected results in which accurate result is generated and 

last but not least section 6 contains conclusion and future scope. 

 

2. Literature Review 
 

As artificial intelligence comes to existence, automated story generation has become one of the important 

researches of interest. In automated story generation the problem is selection of sequence of events or 
actions which are used for creating a story. Most of the story generating models requires a domain model 

that contains all information about the characters and places of respective domain. Further the model 

creates some action which can be performed by that character. RNN are extremely powerful for NLP 
tasks having successful results on tasks like speech recognition and machine translation. Previous work 

on story generation has explored seq2seq RNN architecture [7, 11, and 14]. For an example using photos 

to create short paragraphs which describe the photo, generating technique that summarizes sequences in a 

movie. LSTM [11, 12, and 15] works as it learns a word, then sentence then paragraph embedding and 
then forms the paragraphs into a text. RNN encodes the language models more accurately than previously 

used statistics. It can be said that it learns to predict the probability of next character, word or sentence in 

a story [2]. 

 
[1]Lili Yao, Nanyun Peng, Ralph Weischedel, Kevin Knight, Dongyan Zhao, Rui Yan1, “Plan-and-

Write: Towards Better Automatic Storytelling” 

 

The proposed plan-and-write framework that generate stories from given titles and leverages storylines to 

improve the diversity and coherence of the generated story. Two strategies: dynamic and static planning 
are explored and compared. Authors develop evaluation metrics to measure the diversity of the generated 

stories, and conduct novel analysis to examine the importance of different aspects of stories for human 

evaluation. 
The dataset used to conduct the experiments on the ROC-Stories corpus. It contains 98,162 short 

commonsense stories as training data, and additional 1,817 stories for development and test, respectively. 

The stories are five-sentence stories that capture a rich set of causal and temporal commonsense relations 

between daily events, making them a good resource for training storytelling models. 
 

[2]Parag Jain, Priyanka Agrawal, Abhijit Mishra, Mohak Sukhwani, Anirban Laha and Karthik 

Sankaranarayanan, “Story Generation from Sequence of Independent Short Descriptions” 

  
The proposed system of story generation is framed as a sequence-to-sequence neural machine learning 

network that learns latent representations of the input descriptions to generate output summaries.Authors 

used the MOSES toolkit. For phrase based translation model learning,grow-diag-final and heuristic is 
considered and to tackle lexicalized reordering, msd bidirectional-fe model. 

The dataset used for experiments ‘Text Annotations’ from recently introduced Visual Storytelling Dataset 

(VIST).‘Descriptions of Images-in-Isolation (DII)’ and ‘Stories of Images-in-Sequence (SIS)’ are used.There are 

41300 image sequences aligned with caption and story pairs. 
 
[3] Tianming Wang, Xiaojun Wan, “Hierarchical Attention Networks for Sentence Ordering,” 
 

A hierarchical structure made up of a word encoder and a sentence encoder-decoder. The word encoder 

learns the sentence embedding and the sentence encoder-decoder adjusts representations of sentences in 

context and makes arrangement of these sentences into a coherent text. Sentence decoder and sentence 
decoder are also composed of a stack of M attention layers. These attention layers have sub-layers. For 

the evaluation of the proposed model three datasets are used, the arXiv dataset (Chen, Qiu, and Huang 
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2016), the VIST dataset (Huang et al. 2016) and the ROC-Story dataset. Different methods are used 

among which LSTM+Set2Seq had the best performance.   

 
[4]Melissa Roemmele, “Writing Stories with Help from Recurrent Neural Networks” 

 
The author built an application called ‘Creative Help’ that provides automated writing assistance 

(Roemmele and Gordon 2015). In this application, a user writes a story and when she types \help\, the 

application returns a suggested next sentence which the user can edit like any other text in the story. The 
approach to generation in Creative Help used information retrieval methods to find stories similar to the 

user’s story among a large corpus, and then extract sentences from these stories as suggested 

continuations. 

 
Our approach builds off recent work in story generation. This thesis helps to construct the stories 

automatically to implement an RNN-based system. In this system, the user types a story-line, and then 

model returns a story. This functionality addresses an existing weakness in language generation research 
[3]. The goal of this approach is to make this problem traceable: by using words for sampling and 

implementing vocabulary constraints. This paper advances earlier work [1] toward learning models that 

used for story generation. This model presents both qualitative as well as quantitative analysis of different 
approaches in this domain. 

 

3. Design Methodology 
 

A. Problem Definition 

Input: A storyline t = {t1, t2, ….., tn}is given to the framework to constrain writing, where ti is the 

ith  word  in a story-line. 

Output: The system generates a story p = {p1, p2,…..,pm} based on a title, where pi denotes a 
sentence in the story 

 
B. Architecture and Working of framework 

The focus is to adopt recurrent neural network to contrivance our story generation framework, as they 

become very effective in implementing machine translation and image captioning frameworks. The 

workflow of our framework is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.1. Architecture of story generation framework 

 

The framework uses Dynamic approach as it gives flexibility. Firstly, the text file is given as an input to 
the framework then this text file undergoes preprocessing as the text preprocessing is essential footstep 

for Natural language processing that denatures the text into more simplex format. In Text preprocessing 

there are three main components: 

 

A. Tokenization: 
 

It is the process of dividing text document into sentences and sentences into words, that is, into small 

chunks .These small chunks are called as tokens. E.g. “Sky is blue.”, This process separates the sentences 
into separate words as “Sky”, “is” and “blue”. We can split them again into character as well. 

 

B. Normalization:  
 

It converts entire characters in file to the lowercase e.g. “Play” to “play”. If we don’t convert them into 

lowercase then they both refer as two different words and result in increasing dimensions so, converting it 

to lowercase reduces the vocabulary that framework must learn. 

 
C. Noise Removal: 
 

It removes the extra whitespaces from the text file. It is also known as Text cleaning. 
 

D. Removing Stopwords: 
 

The words like “a”,”the”,”to” are occurs repeatedly in text file. It is useful to get specific and important 

information from the given text. 
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E. Stemming and lemmatization: 

 
Lemmatization is the way of shorten the words to their root stems. It reduces a word to its root word. 

Stemming can be done by erasing the end and beginning i.e. affixes and suffixes of root words. 

Lemmatization is more preferable. 
E.g. Caring-> care  ==> lemmatization  
       Caring ->car   ==> stemming 

 

 

F. Mapping words with integers: 

 
It first creates the group of all distinct words and then mapping of each word to the integer. 

 
4. Algorithm 

The algorithm used by us is Long short-term memory (LSTM).It is special type of recurrent neural 

network (RNN), having capability of learning long term dependencies [1]. LSTM is used to remember 
things for short or long duration of time. All recurrent neural networks contain sequence of repeating 

units of neural network. In typical RNNs, this repeating unit will have a very basic structure like, single 

activation function [2]. The most basic RNNs are ambitious to train due to vanishing and exploding 
gradient problem. 
 

 
Fig.2. Prediction Process 

 

Fig. 2 illustrate that in order to understand what would be the coming word in the sequence , the 
Recurrent neural network must memories the preceding context and then anticipate the next meaningful 

word.  

Besides of having single neural network layer, In LSTM there are four connecting layers communicating 

in a special way. 
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Fig.3. LSTM working 
 

Step 1: Determines how much of the part it should recall. 

 

First step in LSTM is to resolve which information to be excluded from the cell in that particular time 
frame. It is determined by sigmoid function. It take a look at the previous state (ht-1) and present input xt 

and figure out the function.  

Ft= σ(Wf ∙ [ht-1,xt] + bf )    (1) 
Where ft is forget gate decides which information is to be emitted that is not important from previous time 

frame.  

 

Step 2: Determines how much should this unit add to the present state. 

 

In the second step, there are two parts. One is the sigmoid function and other is tanh activation 

function.Sigmoid function also known as Squashing function which gives the output to a range between 0 
and 1.Tanh function gives the weightage to the values which are passed deciding their levels of 

importance (-1 to 1).  

it = σ (Wi ∙ [ht-1, xt] + bi)    (2) 
Ct = tanh (WC ∙ [ht-1, xt] + bC)    (3) 

Where it is input gate determines which information pass through based on its significance in the current 

time frame.  
 

Step 3: Determine what part of the present cell state continue to the output. 

 

The third step is to determine what will be our output. First run the sigmoid function which decides what 
parts of the cell state gives the output then, pass the cell state through tanh to push the values to be 

between -1 and 1 and take a product of both[7].  

ot = σ (Wo ∙ [ht-1, xt] + bo)    (4) 
ht = ot * tanh (Ct)    (5) 

Where ot is output gate allows the passed in information to impact the output in the present time frame. 

After Modeling of entire training dataset is used to learn the possibility of each word in the sequence and 

apply the softmax activation function [7]. After finishing all the steps our trained model is done so after 
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pass the storyline as an input to the trained model, It helps to generate the sentence based on the first word 

in the storyline Then after generating first sentence it takes next word and previous sentence as an input 
and generates next meaningful sentence and so on. As a result the story is generated as an output. 

 

C. Experimental Results 

In this framework Storyline is given as an input to trained model. Expected results are written below in 

tables. Every word in the storyline is considered for sentence formation in story. Then next word and 

previously formed sentence are used to make prediction of next sentence in story. Storyline helps to 
make coherent stories.  

 

Table I and II shows the outcomes of generated story for four epochs with respect to the given storyline. 
Epoch is one of the parameter which we initialize before training a model. One epoch is completed when 

entire dataset is passed for the forward and backward techniques through neural networks only once. 

 E.g. in Table I the given storyline as an input is Cook  kids  lunch  noodles  potato salad and 

the story obtained for four epochs is shown in the TABLE. The story obtained by epoch 1 don’t  have 
any meaning and also sentence formulation is not good and there is word repetition in this. Then we 

check for epoch 5 in this sentence are generated but they are meaningless. For epoch 11 the sentence 

formulation is very good but there is no connection between two sentences. At last we go for epoch 25 
where sentence formulation is very good and also final generated story is coherent.   

In the given Table I and II, time and loss is also given. Time is measured in sec and loss computes the 

error for a single training example.  

STORY 1 

Story Line Cook  kids  lunch  noodles  potato salad 
 

 

EPOCHS GENERATED STORY TIME(sec) TRAIN LOSS 

Epoch 1 Ram  the cook is is in the form get. Kids loves 
a a a sentence. The lunch good yet to to done. 

noodles was not so like. potato salad like it.  

687 2.9822 

Epoch 5 Ram like cook.The kids play football.Then 
lunch  time is there to. All want noodles also 

ram it. He makes the potato salad. 

526 2.5269 

Epoch 11 Ram like to cook. Kids love to play. Sara 

want lunch. Noodles are tasty. They eat  
potato salad. 

525 2.4701 

Epoch 25 Ram liked to cook food items. He take his 

kids for picnic.Her wife sara serve lunch for 

them.They like noodles. She serve potato 
salad with yogurt. 

502 1.9498 

 

TABLE I. Story generated by the story line Cook  kids  lunch  noodles  potato salad 
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STORY 2 

Story Line Party  cake  balloons  surprise  family 
 

 

EPOCHS GENERATED STORY TIME(sec) TRAIN LOSS 

Epoch 1 Party Plan an special event.The cake not cook  

cooked.He want co balloons.like surprise 

much at all.Every family does it.  

682 2.9834 

Epoch 5 They party plan hard.The cake is just 

good.every kid balloon.They got surprise.All 

family together.  

530 2.5178 

Epoch 11 They plan surprise party. Everyone likes 
cake.Kids want balloons.They are 

surprised.family become happy. 

518 2.4693 

Epoch 25 They Plan surprise Party for daughter.She 
likes pineapple cake.The room is ull of 

balloons.She got big surprise.Family became 

very happy. 

498 1.9432 

 

TABLE II. Story generated by the story line Party  cake  balloons  surprise  family 

 
 TABLE III shows the How train loss and time vary with respect to epochs. It is observed that as number 

of epochs goes on increasing train loss and time goes on decreasing. 

 

Epoch Train loss  Time in sec 

1 2.9822 687 

2 2.7736 533 

3 2.6721 537 

4 2.5934 573 

5 2.5269 526 

6 2.4701 525 

7 2.4151 526 

8 2.366 538 

9 2.321 538 

10 2.2781 534 

11 2.2387 525 

12 2.2009 526 

13 2.1626 729 

14 2.1298 790 

15 2.0957 503 

16 2.0615 507 
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17 2.0327 507 

18 2.0043 511 

19 1.9748 508 

20 1.9498 502 

21 1.9263 498 

22 1.8991 470 

23 1.8699 468 

24 1.8523 156 

25 1.8365 444 

26 1.8122 437 

27 1.7948 431 

28 1.7689 425 

29 1.7377 426 

30 1.713 418 

 
TABLE III. Calculation of Train Loss and time by varying epoch hyper parameter of neural network 

 

 

 
Fig 4.Train loss versus number of epochs 

 

 It is observed that as the number of epochs increases the train loss is reduced as shown in 

Fig.4.The graph shown in above fig.4 is calculated by taking measurement from above TABLE 

III. 

 
D. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

Up to this stage we conclude that a generated framework first plans a story based on storyline with the 
help of hierarchical generation. We explore dynamic schema and show that it outperforms the baselines 

without planning components and tends to generate more coherent and relevant stories with diverse and 

novel words. The current framework uses a sequence of words to generate a concise and meaningful 
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story, which simplifies many complex structures in a real story plot. To further improve thematic 

consistency we plan to extend the study to richer representations, such as entity, event, and relation 
structures, to describe the story plots.  

In future the plan is to extend the framework with multiple RNN hidden layers to see if we can develop a 

better model or increase accuracy of the model. The framework generates a story which is human-

readable text format. It will be more fun and interesting when it will tell stories. Developing such a 
framework is another goal we would like to achieve. 
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